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Guided Writing

NEW INSPIRATION 23–4

Reading

1	 Look at these signs. Where would you see these?      

2	 Read the email from Macarena. Which rules does she 
mention?

Hi, Ramon,

I started my new school today. It’s quite nice but there are lots of 
rules! Of course, we mustn’t run in the corridors, but that’s good. 
You don’t want to trip over and hurt yourself. When there are 
exams we must be quiet, and we mustn’t go into the staff areas.

We mustn’t use our phones in lessons, but we can use them 
during break time. Finally, we mustn’t eat in classrooms. I got told 
off today because I was eating an apple!

Does your school have lots of rules?

Best,
Macarena 

3	 Read the sentences and write T (true) or F (false).

1	 Macarena is starting a new school. 

2	 She thinks all the rules are silly. 

3	 There are some areas only for teachers. 

4	 You can’t use your mobile phone in school. 

5	 Macarena was eating an apple in the classroom. 

Language

Rules

We use must and mustn’t to talk about rules.

4	 Write sentences with must / mustn’t for the signs in 
exercise 1.

1	      You mustn’t run in the corridor. 

2	  

3	  

4	  

5	  

6	  

Ramon

Macarena

New school

Pronouns and determiners

When we are talking about something we often use a 
pronoun or determiner the second or third time we talk 
about it, instead of repeating the original word.

5	 Look at these examples from the email and answer 
the questions.

1	 I started my new school today. It’s quite nice …  

	 What does it’s refer to? 
a the school    b today

2	  … we mustn’t run in the corridors, but that’s good.

	 What does that’s refer to?
a the corridor b the rule

3	 We mustn’t use our phones in lessons, but we can 
use them during break time.

	 What does them refer to?
a mobile phones b lessons

6	 Choose the correct pronoun or determiner to 
complete each sentence.

1	 Students mustn’t run in the corridor. It / Them / They 
must walk.

2	 Visitors must go to the reception when they arrive. 
It’s / That’s / They’re next to the front entrance.

3	 We must be quiet. It’s / That’s / Them because there 
is an exam in the school.

Writing

7	 Write an email to Macarena telling her about the rules 
in your school.

1 2 3 4 5 6

CheCklist	 RemembeR to

	• use must and mustn’t. 

	• include three rules or more. 

	• use pronouns and determiners to refer to things. 
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